Rebecca Larson
Actress
Favorite Neighborhood: LES
I love the lower east side/Chinatown area for its music, mixologists, and mayhem, so this weekend I will be
stepping out on the town starting at Stanton Social for cocktails and tapas dinner. This is a great place to start out
at because they will pair your drink and food for a tailored flavor pallet perfect to get you primed for a long night
out on the town. I also, like to walk around the corner for desert at the cake shop where I can get my sweet tooth
on and see a new up and coming band playing downstairs in the basement.
Since its Saturday night I'm going to head over to the Canal Room to see the best 80's tribute band, "Jessie's Girl".
This band travels all over the country, but always lands at its home base every Saturday night to travel back in
time with the occasional special guest like Brett Michaels and Tiffany.
After rocking my heels off, I like to join the band for post-show celebrations at National Underground, a home
away from home for many musicians where you often find Gavin Degraw and his brother Joey grilling up the best
food and jumping on the mic with Moby's drummer and Ja Rule's guitar player and many more musicians who go
to join the house band "The Skyscrapers" for random jam sessions and hipster specials.
And if that place is quiet, there is always Sophie's on 5th st and Ave A. Ama and Kat are the best bartenders who
make sure the time is always good and never spent dry. Other favorite places include the Three of Cups and 11th
Street Bar. As an actress, I love going off the beaten path and experiencing quality places where creativity is live
and the energy is high. Most of these places I find to be just mom and pop enough to make them unique and
allow each experience to never be the same.

